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A B S T R A C T 

Microlensing is proving to be one of the best techniques to detect distant, low-mass planets around the most common stars 
in the Galaxy. In principle, Earth’s microlensing signal could offer the chance for other technological civilizations to find the 
Earth across Galactic distances. We consider the photometric microlensing signal of Earth to other potential technological 
civilizations and dub the regions of our Galaxy from which Earth’s photometric microlensing signal is most readily observable 
as the ‘Earth microlensing zone’ (EMZ). The EMZ can be thought of as the microlensing analogue of the Earth Transit Zone 
(ETZ) from where observers see Earth transit the Sun. Just as for the ETZ, the EMZ could represent a game-theoretic Schelling 

point for targeted searches for extra-terrestrial intelligence (SETI). To compute the EMZ, we use the Gaia DR2 catalogue with 

magnitude G < 20 to generate Earth microlensing probability and detection rate maps to other observers. While our Solar 
system is a multiplanet system, we show that Earth’s photometric microlensing signature is almost al w ays well approximated 

by a binary lens assumption. We then show that the Earth is in fact well hidden to observers with technology comparable to our 
o wn. Specifically, e v en if observ ers are located around every Gaia DR2 star with G < 20, we expect photometric microlensing 

signatures from the Earth to be observable on average only tens per year by any of them. In addition, the EMZs o v erlap with the 
ETZ near the Galactic Centres which could be the main areas for future SETI searches. 

Key words: astrobiology – gravitational lensing: micro – planets and satellites: general – stars: statistics. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

o date, almost 5000 e xoplanets 1 hav e been disco v ered by a number
f surv e ys [e.g. Kepler (Borucki et al. 2005 ), TESS (Ricker et al.
014 ), WASP (Pollacco et al. 2006 ; Smith 2014 ), HATNet (Bakos
t al. 2004 , 2009 ), KELT (Pepper et al. 2007 ), NGTS (Wheatley
t al. 2018 ), MASCARA (Snellen et al. 2012 ), MOA (Bond et al.
001 ; Sumi et al. 2003 ), OGLE (Udalski et al. 1993 ), and KMTNet
Kim et al. 2016 )] and thousands will be found with ongoing and
pcoming programs [e.g. PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014 ), NASA Nancy 
race Roman Space Telescope (hereafter Roman , Spergel et al. 

 2013 , 2015 ), and Euclid (Penny et al. 2013 ; McDonald et al. 2014 )].
lthough thousands of e xoplanets hav e been found, most of them are

ocated in the Kepler field that co v ers only 0.25 per cent of the sky.
o provide better exoplanetary statistics, transit surveys are being 
lanned or are underway that co v er larger sk y areas, including all-
 E-mail: supachai@narit.or.th 
 From: https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/ 
NASA exoplanet archive). 
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k y surv e ys. Additionally, astrometric and microlensing e xoplanet
amples are expected to be grown rapidly from space-based surv e ys.

As we learn more about exoplanets, more scientists are starting to
onsider more carefully the search for extra-terrestrial intelligence 
SETI). Many survey strategies have been conducted by SETI 
rojects, including targeting specific sky areas or systems (Turnbull &
arter 2003a , b ; Siemion et al. 2013 ; Enriquez et al. 2017 ; Margot
t al. 2018 ; Pinchuk et al. 2019 ; Price et al. 2020 ; Kaltenegger &
aherty 2021 ). Sun-like stars with planets in their habitable zones
re one of the main targets for SETI searches (Turnbull & Tarter
003a ; Margot et al. 2018 ). The mere e xistence of the Earth, a rock y
lanet within the habitable zone of the Sun, could provide moti v ation
or e xtra-terrestrial observ ers to send signals to or to listen for signals
rom the Earth. At present, the majority of confirmed exoplanets have
een detected by the transit technique 1 that can be used to detect
lanetary atmospheres, and it can be potentially applied to detect 
ven biosignatures or industrial pollution (Lin, Gonzalez Abad & 

oeb 2014 ). Ho we ver, the transit technique is limited by the orbital
nclination of the planets. As a result, there is only a narrow strip
f sky centred on the Ecliptic plane where extraterrestrial observers 
ould see the Earth as a transiting exoplanet: the ‘Earth Transit

http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3251-3583
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-1743-4468
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-5401-2176
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one’ (ETZ). The ETZ is therefore a promising region for SETI
echnosignature searches (Filippova & Strelnitskij 1988 ; Heller &
udritz 2016 ; Wells et al. 2018 ; Kaltenegger & Pepper 2020 ; Sheikh
t al. 2020 ; Kerins 2021 ; Kaltenegger & Faherty 2021 ). 

The microlensing technique is based on the gravitational lens effect
nduced when a foreground (lensing) star or planet passes in front
f a background (source) star. The source light can become multiply
maged and distorted, resulting in an o v erall magnification of the
ource. If the lensing star has a planet orbiting around it, the planet
an perturb the light, leading to additional spikes in the light curve
Mao & Paczynski 1991 ). At present, over 130 microlensing exo-
lanets have been discovered by three main microlensing programs:
OA (Bond et al. 2001 ; Sumi et al. 2003 ), OGLE (Udalski et al.

993 ), and KMTNet (Kim et al. 2016 ), and potentially thousands of
icrolensing exoplanets could be discovered with the NASA Roman

elescope (Penny et al. 2019 ) and by the ESA Euclid mission (Penny
t al. 2013 ). Microlensing ev ents hav e also been proposed for targeted
ETI searches (Rahvar 2016 ). 
Since we have only recently gained the capability of detecting

xtra-solar planets, it is natural to consider how these techniques
ould be used by other civilizations to detect us. Recently Kerins
 2021 ) has advocated the strategy of Mutual Detectability as a game-
heory-based approach to targeted SETI. Targeting SETI searches
owards systems that may have a good view of the Earth is an example
f a ‘Schelling Point’ strategy, an optimal strategy within cooperative
ames involving non-communicating participants (Schelling 1960 ;
right 2017 ). In the context of SETI, one major advantage of
icrolensing o v er other known exoplanet detection methods is that

t is long range. Over 130 confirmed exoplanets have been detected
sing microlensing, typically involving planetary systems located
etween 3 and 7 kpc from us in the direction of the Galactic bulge.
y contrast, other known detection methods are typically confined

o around 1 kpc from the Sun. If technological civilizations are
are in our Galaxy then the best chance of the Earth being detected
ay come from a method capable of long range (Galactic scale)

tility. By considering how detectable the Earth may be to other
ivilizations via microlensing, we can gauge the extent to which
istant observers should be considered within a Mutual Detectability 
trategy. 

In this paper, we focus specifically on photometric microlensing
ince it is the simplest manifestation of microlensing. Nevertheless,
e note that, in principle, astrometric microlensing offers potentially
 larger detection cross-section. There are good reasons to believe
hat some parts of our Galaxy may be more conducive to life than
thers. Ho we ver, for the purposes of our calculations, we will take an
gnostic view and assume that technological civilizations have equal
hance to be located around any star anywhere in the Galaxy. With
his assumption we can define the ‘Earth microlensing zone’ (EMZ)
s the regions of the sky from which observers may most likely see
arth’s microlensing signal. This likelihood may be higher either
ecause there are many stars in that region (hence more sites for
bservers to exist) or because observers in the regions have access
o many background sources against which Earth’s signal may be
een. The EMZ are then, in some sense, the microlensing analogue
f the ETZ. Note that the EMZ is a region with a higher statistical
robability of containing an observer that detects the Earth through
icrolensing, all other factors being equal. Unlike the ETZ, it is not
 region within which any observer is guaranteed to see a signal
rom the Earth. Furthermore, while transit observations have the
dvantage of periodicity (and therefore the possibility of repeated
ollo w-up observ ations) microlensing e vents are transient for any
iv en observ er. 
NRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
The extent and location of the EMZ can be e v aluated from the sky
ensity of potential observers weighted by microlensing probability
r detection rate. The Gaia mission Data Release 2 ( Gaia DR2) (Gaia
ollaboration 2018 ) contains the positions and optical brightness of
1.7 billion stars. Around 1.3 billion stars in the catalogue have

recise measurements of distance and proper motion calculated by
ailer-Jones et al. ( 2018 ). Therefore, in this work, the Gaia DR2
ata are used to construct the EMZ for stars with Gaia magnitude
 < 20. This magnitude limit is decided from the completeness of
aia DR2 data. 
Our work is organized as follows. In Section 2 , our calculation

nd assumptions are described. In order to ensure that the Sun–
arth binary lens caustic approximation can be used to calculate the
MZ, the lensing effects of major bodies in the Solar system are
onsidered in Section 3 . The observer/source selection criteria of the
aia DR2 catalogue and the map resolution are provided in Section 4 .

n Section 5 , the EMZ is constructed from the distributions of
icrolensing observers. Finally, Section 6 discusses and summarizes

he work. 

 M I C R  OLENSI NG  PR  OPERTI ES  

o construct the EMZ, we consider here the signal produced by the
arth acting as a lens that passes in front of some background stars

rom the point of view of some extrasolar observers. From the Earth’s
iewpoint, the e xtraterrestrial observ er and the background star are
ocated at their respective antipodes from each other. We divide the
ky into small regions (pixels) and consider the Earth microlensing
robability for observers within each pixel, taking into account their
ines of sight as well as the magnitude and distance of stars at their
ntipode pixels that act as potential sources. 

We consider three main microlensing properties: (i) microlensing
robability, which in this case refers to the probability that any
bserver within a sky pixel sees a microlensing signal at any given
ime due to the Earth acting as the lens; (ii) the average caustic
rossing time of Earth’s microlensing signal averaged over all
bserver and source locations for a given sky pixel; and (iii) the
ate at which an y observ er within a sky pixel may observe an Earth-
nduced microlensing event. 

To make our calculations, it is necessary to adopt some strong
ssumptions. All of our calculations are normalized to an assumption
f one active observer population per star. The maps can be easily
escaled to any other provided number of observer populations. We
lso assume that all stars have equal likelihood of hosting observers,
rrespective of stellar host types, ages, or locations. 

.1 Micr olensing pr obabilities 

n order to calculate the probability of microlensing by the Earth
 P ) along a line of sight at any given time, the microlensing optical
epth ( τ ) which is the number of ongoing events at a given time is
eeded. For a single lens microlensing, the optical depth is a fraction
f the sk y co v ered by the Einstein radius. The Einstein radius can be
ritten as 

E = 

√ 

4 GM( D s − D l ) 

c 2 D s D l 

, (1) 

here G is the gravitational constant, M is the lens mass, c is the
peed of light, D s is the distance between an observer and a source,
nd D l is the distance between an observer and a lens. The optical
epth of foreground lenses within the solid angle ( �) for an observer
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o) can be written as 

s, o = 

N s ∑ 

s= 0 

πθ2 
E, o , s 

�s 
, (2) 

here the subscription s indicates the source, and N s is the number
f sources. 
Ho we ver, as the Earth orbiting the Sun, the extrasolar observers

ould observe the microlensing event produced by the Earth as a 
ultiple-lens microlensing event. We will show in Section 3 that, 

or photometric microlensing, it is almost al w ays safe to ignore the
ffect of the other Solar system planets when considering Earth’s 
icrolensing signature. In this case, we can use a binary lens 

ssumption and consider the binary caustic areas for the ef fecti ve
icrolensing cross-section area instead of the single lens Einstein 

adius. The central caustic area in unit of θE can be approximated as 

 c � 

1 

2 
�ξc,c �ηc,c , (3) 

here �ξ c, c and �ηc, c are the central caustic sizes defined in 
quations 11 and 12 of Chung et al. ( 2005 ), respectively. However,
he total caustic area is dominated by the areas of the two planetary
austics which their total areas in unit of θE can be approximated as 

 p � 

{ 

�ξc,p,l 
2 

�ηc,p,l 
2 , s < 1 

1 
2 �ξc,p,g �ηc,p,g , s ≥ 1 

, (4) 

here 
�ξc,p,l 

2 , 
�ηc,p,l 

2 , �ξ c, p, g , and �ηc, p, g are the size of planetary 
austics, which are defined in equations 18, 13, 8, and 9 of Han
 2006 ), respectively. 

For the Galactic microlensing, the Earth generally locates inside 
he Sun’s Einstein radius ( s < 1, where s is the Earth–Sun separation
n the unit of the Sun’s Einstein radius). As the Earth orbiting the
un, the separation between the Earth and the Sun depends on the
arth location and the direction of the observers. The separation can 
e written as 

 = 

√ 

( a e sin φ) 2 + ( b e cos φ) 2 , (5) 

here 

 e = 

1 au 

D l 

, (6) 

 e = 

1 au 

D l 

sin ( i e ) , (7) 

is the Earth’s orbital phase, and i e is an ecliptic latitude. Therefore,
or an observer, the time average total caustic area o v er a year when
he Earth completes a full orbit around the Sun of a binary lens can
e written as 

b, o = 

N s ∑ 

s = 0 

∫ 2 π
0 

(
A c, o , s ( s) + A p, o , s ( s) 

)
d φ

2 π

θ2 
E, o , s 

�s 
. (8) 

Ho we ver, there is discrepancy between the analytic approximation 
nd the exact caustic size near s = 1 (Chung et al. 2005 ; Han 2006 ).
lthough the cases are very rare for the Galactic microlensing events, 

he approximations will o v erapproximate the size of the caustic, 
hich affects the microlensing probabilities calculation. In order to 
 v oid the large optical depth values of the system near s = 1, the
eparation is set to be 

 = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

0 . 99 , 0 . 99 ≤ s < 1 . 00 
1 . 01 , 1 . 00 ≤ s < 1 . 01 

s, otherwise 
. (9) 
The obtained optical depth can be used to calculate the probability
f microlensing given by 

 = 1 − e −τ . (10) 

n the case of Galactic microlensing, the optical depth is small.
herefore, the probability of microlensing can be approximated as 
 � τ . For a small area of observers, the total probability that those
bservers can witness microlensing events is 

 = 1 −
( 

N o ∏ 

o = 0 
(1 − P o ) 

) 

= 1 −
( 

1 −
N o ∑ 

o = 0 
P o + ... 

) 

≈
N o ∑ 

o = 0 
P o ≈

N o ∑ 

o = 0 
τo , (11) 

here N o is the number of observers. Throughout this work, 
icrolensing probability is defined as P ≈ ∑ N o 

o = 0 τo . 

.2 Average caustic crossing time 

he caustic crossing time is the time that source passes through the
austic of the lensing object: 

 E = min 

⎛ 

⎝ 

√ ∫ 2 π
0 

(
A c, o , s ( s) + A p, o , s ( s) 

)
d φ

2 
, 1 

⎞ 

⎠ 

θE 

μ
, (12) 

here μ is the lens-source pair-wise relative proper motion. For an 
bserver at the Earth, proper motion of the e xtrasolar observ er, μo ,
nd proper motion of source, μs , can be obtained. The Earth-source
elative proper motion for an extrasolar observer can be written as 

� = � μs + � μo . (13) 

he average caustic crossing time for an observer is 

〈 t E 〉 o = 

∑ N s 
s = 0 t E, o , s 

N s 
. (14) 

.3 Microlensing disco v ery rates 

ssuming microlensing events occur when the lens-source angular 
eparation comes within the caustic area of the lens-source pair, the
arth microlensing disco v ery rate for an observer is 

 o = 

2 P 

π 〈 t E 〉 o 
. (15) 

he total disco v ery rate for observ ers in a small area can be calculated
s follows: 

 = 

N o ∑ 

o = 0 

� o . (16) 

In order to calculate average caustic crossing time for all observers, 
he total microlensing probabilities and disco v ery rates in a small area
re used as follows: 

〈 t E 〉 = 

2 P 

π� 

. (17) 

 T H E  SOLAR  SYSTEM  CAUSTI C  N E T WO R K  

n a microlensing scenario where the Earth produces a caustic 
rossing event, it is important to consider the effect of other objects
n the Solar system, predominantly the influence of Jupiter and 
aturn and to a lesser extent, Uranus, Neptune, Mars, and Venus.
he addition of these extra planets to the lensing system adds the
ossibility of requiring more complicated lensing models than the 
inary lens caustic in Section 2.1 , such as a trinary or higher order
ensing model. Such models are difficult to fit to photometry due to
MNRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. The ray-casting emission and receiver planes, superimposed o v er the microlensing critical boundaries and caustics for wide (left, q = 0.005, s = 

1.5) and close (right, q = 0.07, s = 0.7) binary lensing. The solid green and blue lines represent the critical boundaries of the primary and planetary lenses, 
respectively. The solid red lines represent the caustics, with the planetary caustic(s) co v ered by the receiver plane(s), indicated with a red square. The emission 
planes o v er the planetary critical boundaries are shown as blue squares, while the emission planes used for the magnification contribution from the primary lens 
are shown as green squares. In the source plane, the un-lensed locations of the emission planes are indicated with dashed blue and green lines, which o v erlap 
with the receiver plane and fully cover the planetary caustic(s). The lens locations are indicated with black crosses. 
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he higher dimensionality of the parameter space and the additional
egeneracies introduced by the complicated, asymmetric caustic
etwork. As such, it is important to analyse the significance of these
ffects and to what extent the binary model is sufficient to describe a
ypical Earth induced caustic crossing event. To this end, an eightfold
ensing system was simulated, including the Sun, Venus, Earth, Mars,
upiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. 

A major difficulty in computing the magnification map for an
ightfold lens is o v ercoming the e xpensiv e operation of e v aluating
he valid image positions, which involves evaluating an n 2 +
 = 65th-order polynomial (Dan ̌ek & He yro vsk ́y 2015 ). As we
re interested in finding every root to the lens equation, finding
he eigenvalues of the corresponding companion matrix is neces-
ary. This process itself is of order O( n 3 ), making the combined
ime complexity of solving the lens equation for an n th -order lens

( n 5 ). To o v ercome this computational intractability, a ray-casting
lgorithm was used instead, which has a time complexity of 
rder O( n ). 
This process works in two stages: calculating the appropriate

ocations and sizes for the ray-cast emission planes and then the same
or the ray-cast receiver planes. Emission planes are square regions
n the lens plane, placed o v er each lens’ critical boundary, through
hich the rays are cast. An additional emission plane is placed
 v er a location in the lens plane corresponding to the background
agnification induced by the primary lens in the region around the

austic. The ray-cast receiver planes are placed o v er the central
ocation of the target caustic, the location of which is refined o v er
0 steps with a Newton–Raphson iteration, using a starting location
or the caustic given by the equivalent location from binary lensing,
s derived in Han ( 2006 ). This initial guess allows the iteration to
onverge assuming the mass ratios of the higher order lenses relative
o the primary lens are small, of the order of q < 10 −2 . The sizes
f each plane are calculated to fully co v er the target caustic and are
ased on the caustic dimensions reported in Han ( 2006 ). For the
mission planes o v er critical boundaries and the receiver planes, the
NRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 

e

ize d 1 is given by 

 1 = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

16 
√ 

q √ 

s 2 −1 
, wide 

8 
√ 

q k 0 ( s 
2 + 1) −s 2 

k 0 s 
2 cos ( θ/ 2) , close 

, (18) 

here the parameters k 0 and θ are given by 

 0 = 

√ 

cos ( θ ) −
√ 

s 4 − sin ( θ ) 2 

s 2 − s −2 
, (19) 

= π − arcsin 

( 

s 2 

√ 

3 

2 

) 

. (20) 

or the emission plane o v er the primary lens, a different size d 2 was
sed: 

 2 = 

{
4 
√ 

q , wide 
4 s 3 

√ 

q , close 
. (21) 

he final configuration of the emission and receiver planes is shown
n Fig. 1 , which shows an example of the raycasting plane locations in
he case of binary lensing; for illustration purposes, a comparatively
arge binary parameter q is used and plane sizes are reduced. 

Once the locations of each plane had been determined, rays at a
ensity of 20 per pixel and a resolution of 500 × 500 pixels from
he emission plane are cast, with their locations represented by the
omplex number z = x + iy in the image plane transformed using the
-fold lens equation to their corresponding location w in the source
lane via 

 = z −
N ∑ 

n = 1 

μn 

z̄ − z̄ n 
, (22) 

here μj = M n / M tot is a lens mass normalized to the total lens
ystem mass and z n is the corresponding lens location. Once w has
een e v aluated, the magnification contribution for each ray cast is
dded to the receiver plane at the pixel corresponding to that location,
ith a scaling factor of ( d 2 / d 1 ) 2 applied to rays from the primary lens

mission plane, to account for the differing raycast densities. 
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Figure 2. The magnification map for the eightfold lens is shown, zoomed out, on the right. The locations of each of the lenses are indicated, which are based 
on realistic locations at the epoch MJD = 59507. On the left, the magnification map centred on one of the Earth’s planetary caustics (the location of which is 
indicated on the right with a cyan mark er); tw o caustics are shown, with the red (right) caustic representing the magnification map from the eightfold lens and 
the cyan (left) caustic representing the equi v alent caustic shape and location for a binary Earth–Sun lensing configuration. The binary caustic produced by the 
Earth is generally shifted but not distorted when the effect of the other planets is included. The result of photometric microlensing signals due to the Earth can 
therefore safely assume the binary lens approximation. 

Figure 3. An illustration of a gravitational microlensing event and observer–
source pairings for this study. In order to calculate microlensing properties of 
each observ er, an observ er is selected from stars within one HEALPix area 
and paired with every star in its antipode HEALPix area. 
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A final clean-up stage was then applied, as only the portion of the
eceiv er plane co v ered by the projections of both emission planes was
sable. To that end, a rectangular mask was applied to the receiver,
o v ering the maximal o v erlap area of both emission planes, with a
ow-resolution background co v ering the whole lens system out to 

10 θE applied underneath. 
Two regions were simulated; first, a magnification map of the 

hole Solar system was simulated for various planetary alignments 
nd secondly, a zoomed-in region centred on the planetary caustics 
roduced by the Earth. Realistic binary parameter values for the 
ormalized angular separation, s , and planetary to host mass ratio, 
 , were used for each planetary lens, with the Earth’s separation set
o s = 0.3. Fig. 2 shows the result of the raytracing algorithm for
oth the full Solar system and the specific Earth planetary caustics 
nd also shows the equivalent location and shape of the Earth–Sun 
inary caustic. The positions of the planetary lenses were projected 
long a line of sight in Ecliptic coordinates of ( l , b ) = (270 ◦, 0 ◦),
hich is close to the Galactic Centre, a fa v oured mutual detectability

egion. While it is clear that the introduction of other planetary 
enses induces an offset between the eightfold caustic and the binary 
qui v alent, the shapes and sizes of the caustics are almost exactly
he same. We use a metric δ of the relati ve dif ference in caustic area 
iven by 

= 

A binary − A 8 −fold 

A 8 −fold 
, (23) 
here A binary is the area of Earth’s planetary caustic in the binary
cenario and A 8-fold is the equi v alent for the eightfold lens scenario.
or the configuration shown in Fig. 2 , this metric gives δ = −0.0003,
uggesting that a typical alignment of the Solar system towards the
MZ does not produce a caustic network that warrants a trinary or
igher order lens model when considering an Earth caustic crossing 
vent. 

 SIMULATING  E A RT H  A S  M I C RO L E N S I N G  

LANET  

.1 Gaia DR2 catalogue 

n order to calculate microlensing properties, stars’ positions, bright- 
ess, and proper motions are needed. Therefore, the Gaia DR2 
atalogue, which contains ∼1.3 billion sources with positions and 
roper motions (Gaia Collaboration 2018 ), is used. For sources 
righter than G = 20, the catalogue provides proper motion with
ncertainty of 1.2 mas yr −1 . The source distances are obtained from
he estimated distance catalogue of Bailer-Jones et al. ( 2018 ), which
stimates the distance in parsec from the Gaia parallaxes. 

The Gaia ’s source id is encoded using the nested Hierarchical
qual Area isoLatitude Pixelation (HEALPix) (Gorski et al. 1999 ) 
cheme at level 12, which divides the sky into � 200 million pixels
ith resolution ∼0.014 ◦. In this work, the HEALPix scheme is used

o divide the sky area into small pieces to calculate microlensing
roperties. The stars in divided areas are assigned to be observers
nd background sources for the calculation. For the observers in such
n area, they could observe the Solar system with the Earth passing
n front of stars in their antipode HEALPix area. Assuming that an
bserver can see the Earth and all background stars in the antipode
EALPix area located within the same line of sight, the observer is
aired with every background star within that HEALPix area (see 
ig. 3 ). Note that only the Earth is assumed to be the companion in

he binary lens as discussed in Section 3 . Thus, the Earth’s mass is
mplemented as the mass of the companion lens for all calculations. 

The Gaia G -band mean flux is adopted in order to define the source
rightness. The observers could see the background stars fainter than 
n observer at the Earth, as they are located further away. To make the
MNRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Microlensing probability (top), average caustic crossing time (middle) and Earth disco v ery rate (bottom) maps with HEALPix scheme at level 6 (left) 
and level 12 (right). The maps with HEALPix level 12 are mapped as level 6 pixel by summing the values from every level 12 HEALPix located within the level 
6 HEALPix area. 
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alculations more accurate, extinction along the path is added. The
 -band mean magnitude that could be observed by each observer is 

 obs = G Earth − 5 log 10 

(
D s − D o 

D s 

)
+ A o , (24) 

here G Earth is G -band mean magnitude of the object observed from
he Earth. D s and D o are the distances from the Earth to the source
nd to the observ er, respectiv ely. A o is the total extinction along the
ath between the observer and the Earth. 
The Galactic interstellar dust model of Lallement et al. ( 2019 ) is

sed to calculate the total extinction along that path. The extinction
odel of Lallement et al. ( 2019 ) has a resolution of 25 pc. In order

o prevent repeatedly counting the same extinction bin in the area
ocated further away from the Earth, the total extinction calculation
rocess taking place at every 50 pc interv al to wards the direction of
ach HEALPix pixel is considered in this work. In addition, if a star
ocates further than the limits of this model, the remaining distance
ould be treated as the same extinction of the last point within the

imit of the model. For simplicity, if the apparent brightness of the
ource at the observer is fainter than G = 20, it is not included in the
alculation. Note that the blending effect is neglected in this work. 

.2 Map resolutions 

he level of HEALPix scheme designates the resolution index of the
ap. The index determines the total number of pixels that the sky is

ivided into. The number of pixels in different levels of HEALPix
cheme, N , can be calculated using the following equation: 

 = 12 × (
2 level 

)2 
. (25) 
NRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
or instance, HEALPix level 6 divides the sky into 49 152 pixels with
 resolution of ∼0.916 ◦, while level 12 divides the sky into � 200
illion pixels with a resolution of ∼0.014 ◦. Thus, a HEALPix level
 pixel contains 4096 pixels of HEALPix level 12 within it. 
The Gaia ’s source id is encoded under the HEALPix scheme at

evel 12. The location of a star in terms of the HEALPix pixel number,
, can be obtained using N = source id // 

(
2 35 × 4 (12 −level ) 

)
,

here // designates a floor division. Therefore, the HEALPix pixel
umber of stars can be calculated based on the HEALPix scheme at
n y lev el. Throughout this work, only the HEALPix scheme at levels
 and 12 are applied. 
Initially, the microlensing probability, average caustic crossing

ime, and the Earth disco v ery rates for an observer at HEALPix level
2 are calculated. Ho we ver, the size of HEALPix le vel 12 is too small
o be illustrated in an all-sky map and the position of the stars heavily
elies on the time when Gaia observed the stars. Furthermore, there
re a number of pixels at HEALPix level 12 that do not possess either
ource, observers, or both in the pixels. For visualization and to make
ure that there is at least one source–observer pair in each pixel, the
alues at HEALPix level 12 are mapped as HEALPix level 6 pixels
y summing o v er all lev el 12 values within the area of lev el 6 pix els.
he maps of both HEALPix scheme level 6 and 12 are shown in
ig. 4 . 
In general, there is no major difference between microlensing

arameters calculated from HEALPix level 6 and HEALPix level 12
chemes. The microlensing probabilities from the two schemes are
imilar in areas between 10 ◦ abo v e and below the Galactic plane.

oreo v er, the av erage caustic crossing time in the HEALPix level 6
cheme in this area and the Galactic anticentre is slightly shorter than
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Figure 5. Microlensing probability (top), average caustic crossing time 
(middle), and disco v ery rate (bottom) distributions of all observ ers. The mode 
of microlensing probability, average caustic crossing time, disco v ery rate are 
10 −16 , 10 −8 yr, and 10 −8 events yr −1 , respectively. The total Earth discovery 
rate is 14.7 observers per year. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of distance of stars from the Earth with magnitude 
limit of G < 20 from Gaia . The shape of the distance distribution is similar 
to the shape of microlensing properties in Fig. 5 . 
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hat in HEALPix level 12. As a result, the event rate in HEALPix
evel 6 is higher compared to HEALPix level 12 in this area. 

HEALPix scheme is defined by the area with a constant solid angle.
hus, the solid angle of HEALPix level 12 is smaller than that of
EALPix level 6. From the difference in the size of solid angle, each
bserver in HEALPix level 12 has fewer sources than the observers
n HEALPix level 6. Although the lower number of sources can be
een in the level 12 maps, the number of sources does not affect the
icrolensing properties because all the properties are scaled with 

he solid angle of the HEALPix. Ho we ver, the HEALPix scheme
s defined by the observer on the Earth. For extra-solar observers,
heir apparent solid angle sizes depend on the distance between them
nd the source. Therefore, in this work, the apparent solid angle of
ach observer and source are scaled with the inverse square of the
istance between observer and source ( �s ∝ ( D Earth-source / D s ) 2 ). The
bservers located near the Earth have an apparent solid angle with a
ize similar to the apparent solid angle of the HEALPix, while the
bservers located further away have apparent solid angles smaller 
han the HEALPix solid angle. After applying the correction in the
alculation, there is no major discrepancy between the map of level
 and level 12. 
As the calculations based on HEALPix at level 12 is more

ependent on the time of observation than HEALPix at level 6 and
here is no major difference between the HEALPix scheme at level
2 and level 6, the HEALPix scheme at level 6 is used in the rest of
his study. 

 E A RTH  DETECTA BI LI TY  

.1 Micr olensing pr obability, average caustic cr ossing time, 
nd Earth disco v ery rate distributions 

he microlensing probability, average caustic crossing time, and 
arth disco v ery rate maps from the calculations done at HEALPix
cheme level 6 are shown in Figs 4 and Table A1 . The microlensing
robability has a strong relation with the numbers of observers and
ources, which can be inferred to the number of stars in the pixel
nd the antipode pix el, respectiv ely. Therefore, the pix els within the
alactic plane have high values of microlensing probability because 

here are a large number of stars on the Galactic plane. There are four
ot spots outside the Galactic plane. They are the locations of the
arge Magellanic Cloud (LMC), the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), 
nd their antipodes, which also have a huge number of observers or
ources. Ho we v er, the observ ers around the ecliptic plane have lower
icrolensing probability and disco v ery rate values as the Earth–Sun

eparation in the point of view of the ecliptic plane observer is smaller
han the observer around the ecliptic poles. The smaller separations 
MNRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
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Figure 7. Microlensing probability (top), average caustic crossing time 
(middle), and disco v ery rate (bottom) distributions of HEALPix pix els. The 
red vertical line shows the 99 th percentile thresholds (492 pixels of HEALPix 
scheme at level 6) of each distribution. The 99 th percentile thresholds of the 
disco v ery rate indicates the threshold of the EMZs. 
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rovide smaller caustic sizes, which lead to the lower probability and
isco v ery rate values. 
Around the Galactic plane, the average caustic crossing time is

onger than the other areas. The long duration in the direction towards
he Galactic plane can be explained by disc–disc observer–source
airs where the observer, the source, and the Sun as the lens are
oving in the same direction with similar speed. For the microlensing

isco v ery rate, the map has a similar pattern to the microlensing
robability map as the variation of average crossing time is much
maller than the variation in microlensing probability. 
NRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
In Fig. 5 , the distributions of the microlensing parameters of all
bservers are presented. The microlensing probability covers the
alues between 2 × 10 −24 and 3 × 10 −10 with a peak at 10 −16 .
he average crossing time ranges between 10 −11 and 6 × 10 −5 yr
ith the mode at 10 −8 yr, which is typical for Galactic planetary
icrolensing events. Combining the microlensing probability and

verage crossing time distributions, the disco v ery rates are between
0 −15 and 10 −3 observ ers yr −1 de g 2 . The shape of the distribution
urves can be explained by the distance distribution with magnitude
imit of G < 20 (Fig. 6 ). 

For the whole sky, the total Earth discovery rate per year is 14.7
bservers, which implies that on the average there is an extra-solar
bserver that can detect the Earth as a microlensing planet tens
n a year. Ho we ver, as Gaia performs the observation in the G
and, the extinction effect can be seen in the low Galactic latitude.
he observations in near-infrared or infrared bands should provide
igher microlensing probabilities and disco v ery rates at low Galactic
atitude due to less effects from the extinction on the observations. 

From 49 152 pixels, the pixel number 14 545, which is centred at
A = 296.01563 ◦, Dec. 34.22887 ◦ ( l = 69.00127 ◦, b = 5.106634 ◦),
rovides the highest microlensing probability and disco v ery rate of
.28 × 10 −10 and 2.35 × 10 −2 observ ers yr −1 de g 2 , respectiv ely.
he microlensing probability value of the pixel is higher than the
verage, due to its location towards the Orion–Cygnus arm, but the
verage crossing time of the pixel is similar to the values of other
ixels. As a result, the discovery rate distribution of this pixel is
igher than others. 

.2 Earth microlensing zones 

ecall that the region in which the Earth could be detected from
he extraterrestrial observers with microlensing technique, called the
EMZ’, is defined as the area which contains the top 1 per cent
EALPix pixels ordered by microlensing discovery rates. The EMZs

o v er approximately 413 deg 2 of the entire sky or 492 pixels of the
EALPix scheme at level 6. In Fig. 7 , the distributions of microlens-

ng probability, average crossing time, and disco v ery rates are shown
ith the threshold of the 99th percentile. The thresholds are at 5.82 ×
0 −10 , 3.32 × 10 −7 yr, and 3.16 × 10 −3 observ ers yr −1 de g 2 for
icrolensing probability, average crossing time, and disco v ery rates,

espectively. Although the EMZs cover only 1 per cent of the sky
rea, the EMZs contain the Earth disco v ery rate of 2.42 observers
er year, which corresponds to 16 per cent of the disco v ery rate of
he whole sky. 

The map of the EMZs is shown in Fig. 8 together with the ETZ
efined by Heller & Pudritz ( 2016 ). The EMZs are located at low
alactic latitude area ( | b | < 10 ◦), the LMC, and the SMC. The
ajority of EMZs are located in the direction of Galactic Centre.
 SETI surv e y has already been performed in this region under

he Breakthrough Listen program (Gajjar et al. 2021 ) along with
onitoring from a number of microlensing surv e ys [MOA (Bond

t al. 2001 ; Sumi et al. 2003 ), OGLE (Udalski et al. 1993 ), KMTNet
Kim et al. 2016 ), and K2-Cycle9 (McDonald et al. 2021 )]. In the
alactic plane, the EMZs locate not only at the direction of the
alactic b ulge, b ut also in the directions of Carina–Sagittarius arm

nd the Scutum–Centaurus arm, which Earth microlensing events
ccur in front of dense sources residing in the Perseus arm. Ho we ver,
here is a ∼1 ◦ gap between the northern and southern Galactic
emispheres. The gap might be caused by the effects of interstellar
xtinction which is high in the Gaia optical G band. 

In addition to the EMZs which are indicated by the 99 th percentile
ontours, the 95 th , 90 th , and 75 th percentile contours are shown in
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Figure 8. The EMZs, which are defined by the areas which contain the top 1 per cent HEALPix, are filled with colour gradients showing corresponding 
microlensing disco v ery rates. The light orange, light blue, pink, and navy contours represent the disco v ery rate distributions at the 75th, 90th, 95th, and 99th 
percentiles, respectively. The lime green line shows the ETZ. The EMZs are located in the Galactic plane, the LMC, and the SMC. 

Figure 9. Percentile rank of cumulative discovery rates with the ETZ (light green line). The turquoise, light blue, and navy contours represent the 25th, 50th, 
and 75th cumulati ve percentiles, respecti vely. As 75th cumulative percentiles contours locate in the Galactic disc, Galactic bulge, the LMC, and the SMC, the 
Earth is likely to be detected by the observers in these areas. 

Table 1. Stars with the top 10 highest microlensing disco v ery rates retrieved from calculations done at HEALPix scheme levels 6. 

Rank Gaia source id RA ( ◦) Dec ( ◦) Microlensing probability Earth disco v ery rate Distance (pc) 
( × 10 −10 ) ( × 10 −3 observ ers yr −1 de g 2 ) 

1 470826482635704064 67.80884 58.96826 2.45 1.60 5.54 
2 470826482635701376 67.81353 58.96975 2.46 1.56 5.52 
3 527956488339113472 8.14240 67.23438 2.35 1.33 9.86 
4 2009481748875806976 348.33720 57.16963 2.46 1.32 6.53 
5 5853498713160606720 217.39347 −62.67618 2.75 1.29 1.30 
6 1872046574983507456 316.74774 38.76341 1.28 1.28 3.50 
7 527956488339113600 8.14223 67.23331 2.33 1.27 9.96 
8 1872046574983497216 316.75293 38.75563 1.28 1.26 3.49 
9 1638979384378696704 267.01666 70.88142 3.05 1.23 6.21 
10 523433578540463488 16.79932 63.94270 1.71 1.08 15.1 
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Figure 10. Microlensing probability (left) and disco v ery rate (right) as a function of the distance from the Earth in different directions along the Galactic plane. 
The figures show the top view of the Milky Way Galaxy with the Galactic longitude system centred on the Earth and the Sun. The size along the azimuthal axis 
is the angular size of HEALPix pixels in the Galactic plane. The top figures show the microlensing properties averaged among observers located within distance 
bins of 100 pc each, up to 10 kpc. The blue lines designate the distance from the Galactic Centre in kpc. The bottom figures are similar to the top figures, but 
the radial bins are now of size 10 pc each, up to 1 kpc. Radial bins with the maximum averaged probability and rate in each HEALPix are marked with dark 
green. The observers with the highest values of microlensing probability and disco v ery rate are mostly located within the distance of 100 pc away from the 
Earth, which is within the range the strongest sources that isotropically radiate radio-waves can be detected with the SKA. 
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ig. 8 to present the areas that have high Earth discovery rate. In
he map, there are areas with the disco v ery rate distribution abo v e
he 90th percentile, including a part of the EMZs, that o v erlap with
he proposed ETZ near the Galactic Centre, which could be the
NRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
rea of interest for future SETI search. Moreo v er, the upcoming
icrolensing surv e ys, such as Roman and Euclid (Penny et al. 2013 ,

019 ; Bachelet et al. 2022 ) might detect the signals from Earth-like
lanets which could be the future SETI targets in this area. 
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Figure 11. Earth disco v ery rate map marked with confirmed exoplanets (black dots). Exoplanets that are located in the EMZ are marked in green. In total, 85 
confirmed exoplanets are located within the EMZs. 
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2 The exoplanets and their hosts data was retrieved from https://exop 
lanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/ on 2022 May 23. 
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In Fig. 9 , the percentile rank of cumulative discovery rates is
hown in order to present the region of hotspots with high Earth
isco v ery rates for the entire sky. The percentiles are calculated from
he cumulative sums in descending order. More than 75 per cent of the
isco v ery rates are located in the Galactic plane, the LMC, the SMC,
nd their antipodes. Therefore, this can be confirmed that the Earth is
ikely to be detected by the observers with photometric microlensing 
n the Galactic disc, Galactic bulge, the LMC, the SMC, and their
ntipodes. 

From billions of stars, the stars which are located in the EMZs with
ighest microlensing disco v ery rates are listed in Table 1 . Although
0 stars with highest disco v ery rates are listed, the interested stars
o search for extraterrestrial intelligence are not limited to these 
tars. All stars within the Galactic plane can be interested in the
ETI search. Ho we ver, in order to find habitable planets, the planets
hould be in the habitability zone of the Galaxy, called the ‘Galactic
abitable Zone’ (GHZ). The GHZ has been proposed to be between 
 and 9 kpc from the Galactic Centre (Lineweaver, Fenner & 

ibson 2004 ). Observers with highest discovery rates are located 
onsiderably close to the Earth. All of the stars in the list are located
loser than 20 pc within the same Galactic environments as the Solar
ystem. 

The microlensing probabilities and disco v ery rates as functions 
f distance from the Earth on the Galactic plane are shown in
ig. 10 . The figures show the parameters of observers located 
ithin every 100 and 10 pc intervals from the Earth up to 10 and
 kpc, respectively. Nearby observers within 200 pc from the Earth
ossess higher microlensing probabilities and disco v ery rates than 
urther observers. These observers are located in the same Galactic 
nvironments as the Solar system. The observers with the highest 
alues of microlensing probability and disco v ery rate are mostly
ocated within the distance of 100 pc away from the Earth. The
eaks suggest that the observers who can detect the Earth as a
icrolensing planet are not located too far to detect their radio 

ignals. Using military radars with maximum power per transmitter 
 P max � 2 × 10 11 W), which might be the strongest sources that
adiate radio-waves isotropically, the maximum distance that the 
ignals can be detected with the SKA is ∼1.26 kpc (Rahvar 2016 ).
herefore, the signals from extraterrestrial intelligent observers are 
trong enough to be detected from the SETI search. 
.3 Known exoplanets in the EMZ 

o date, around 5000 exoplanets have been confirmed orbiting 
500 stellar hosts. The known planets are o v erplotted on the Earth
isco v ery rate map calculated using HEALPix scheme at level 6
Fig. 11 ). 2 85 confirmed exoplanets are located in the EMZs. The
nformation of the planets is shown in Table 2 . From the list, all
lanetary systems are located in the Galactic plane, where the high
isco v ery rates are found, and also locate within the distance of
.5 kpc from us, which are in the same Galactic environments as the
olar system. 
MOA-2007-BLG-192L b is a known exoplanet located within the 

EALPix number 28 869, which provides the highest disco v ery
ate among other HEALPix pixels with known exoplanets. It is a
uper-Earth approximately 3.2 times Earth’s mass, orbiting a very 
ow mass late-type M-dwarf, approximately 660 pc away in the 
irection of the bulge (Kubas et al. 2012 ). With a planetary radius
f 1.63 Earth radius, the planet might be a rocky planet which might
e suitable for hosting life. Ho we ver, the planet has a star–planet
eparation of 0.66 au, which is beyond the snow line of the M-dwarf 
ost star. 
GJ 422 b is in the HEALPix ranked the second in the list. The planet

s a Neptune-like exoplanet with a minimum mass of 9.9 Earth-mass
hat orbits an M-type star, in the direction of the Perseus arm. The
lanet has an orbital distance of 0.119 au from the host star which is
n the habitable zone of the system. Although the planet is a Jovian
lanet, rocky moons orbiting around it can host life (Chyba 1997 ;
illiams, Kasting & Wade 1997 ). With the distance of 13 pc from

he Earth, the radio signature from GJ 422 b can be detected easily
n the Earth. Rocky planets or moons that have high potential to host
ife forms which are of interest for the SETI search. In the future,
 xoplanetary detection surv e ys in the direction of EMZs, especially
n the direction of the Galactic bulge [e.g. Roman and Euclid (Penny
t al. 2013 , 2019 ; Bachelet et al. 2022 )], will increase the number
f rocky planets or exomoons that are the SETI targets in these 
MNRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
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M

Table 2. Confirmed exoplanets in the EMZ, ranked with respect to the Earth disco v ery rates of their HEALPix pixels for which they are in. The table also 
shows the corresponding microlensing probabilities of their HEALPix pixels. 

Rank System name HEALPix 

Microlensing 
probability 
( × 10 −9 ) 

Earth disco v ery rate 
( × 10 −2 observ ers yr −1 de g 2 ) 

Host mass 
(M ) 

Planet mass 
(M J ) 

Distance 
(pc) References 

1 MOA-2007-BLG-192L b 28 869 2.16 1.51 0.084 0.010 660 Bennett et al. ( 2008 ), 
Kubas et al. ( 2012 ) 

2 GJ 422 b 37 942 0.538 1.42 0.35 0.035 13 Tuomi et al. ( 2014 ), 
Feng et al. ( 2020 ) 

3 OGLE-2015-BLG-1649L b 28 726 0.986 1.38 0.34 2.5 4200 Nagakane et al. ( 2019 ) 
4 HD 39194 b 33 091 0.497 1.32 0.67 0.013 26 Unger et al. ( 2021 ) 

HD 39194 c 0.67 0.020 26 Unger et al. ( 2021 ) 
HD 39194 d 0.67 0.013 26 Unger et al. ( 2021 ) 

5 MOA-2016-BLG-227L b 28 868 2.28 1.05 0.29 2.8 6500 Koshimoto et al. ( 2017 ) 
OGLE-2012-BLG-0563L b 0.34 0.39 1300 Fukui et al. ( 2015 ) 

6 MOA-2010-BLG-353L b 28 870 1.69 1.04 0.18 0.27 6400 Rattenbury et al. ( 2015 ) 
MOA-2011-BLG-322L b 0.39 12 7600 Shv artzv ald et al. ( 2014 ) 

7 OGLE-TR-111 b 37 247 0.399 0.974 0.85 0.55 1100 Pont et al. ( 2004 ), 
Bonomo et al. ( 2017 ) 

OGLE-TR-113 b 0.78 1.3 570 Bouchy et al. ( 2004 ), 
Bonomo et al. ( 2017 ) 

8 HD 331093 b 14 447 0.380 0.853 1.0 1.5 50 Dalal et al. ( 2021 ) 
9 HD 165155 b 28 779 1.91 0.84 1.0 2.9 65 Jenkins et al. ( 2017 ) 

MOA-2011-BLG-028L b 0.80 0.094 7300 Skowron et al. ( 2016 ) 
MOA-2013-BLG-220L b 0.88 2.7 6700 Yee et al. ( 2014 ), 

Vandorou et al. ( 2020 ) 
OGLE-2003-BLG-235L b 0.63 2.6 5800 Bond et al. ( 2004 ), 

Bennett et al. ( 2006 ) 
10 KMT-2017-BLG-1146L b 28 729 0.944 0.826 0.40 0.85 6600 Shin et al. ( 2019 ) 

Figure 12. Median microlensing probability (left) and disco v ery rate (right) maps from calculations corresponding to HEALPix scheme level 6. The maps show 

that e xtraterrestrial observ ers located at the antipodes of the Galactic Centre, the LMC, and the SMC have a higher rate to detect the Earth as a microlensing 
planet than the other areas. 
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.4 Micr olensing pr operties of an obser v er 

he microlensing probabilities and Earth disco v ery rates presented
n Section 5.1 are calculated from the total microlensing probability
nd disco v ery rate in each HEALPix pix el. The values represent
he microlensing probabilities and disco v ery rates of all stars in
he area, which depend on the number of observer stars. The areas
ith high density of stars provide higher values of the microlensing
robabilities and disco v ery rates. In order to obtain the properties of
n individual star in the HEALPix, the median values of the properties
n each area can be an appropriate representative of the individual
icrolensing probability and the disco v ery rate in that area, 

˜ 
 = Median ( P o ) , (26) 

here P can be a microlensing probability or disco v ery rate. 
The median microlensing probability and disco v ery rate maps

re shown in Fig. 12 . Comparing these with the total microlensing
robability and disco v ery rate maps in Fig. 4 , the Galactic plane
nd the antipodes of the LMC and the SMC still provide high
NRAS 515, 5927–5941 (2022) 
icrolensing probabilities and disco v ery rates. Unlike the total
robability and rate maps, the Galactic Centre, the LMC, and the
MC do not provide high median values. In this region, a larger
umber of observers produces high total probability and rate, but
robability and rate for the individual observer are not high due to a
ewer number of sources. On the other hand, the number of observers
s small in the antipodes, whereas the number of sources is high.
herefore, both total and median probability and rate of each observer
re high. This can be implied that extraterrestrial intelligences located
t the antipodes of the Galactic Centre, the LMC, and the SMC have
 higher rate to detect the Earth as a microlensing planet than the
ther areas. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

ith our current technology, microlensing technique is the best
ethod to detect distant planets located around the most common

tars in our Galaxy. In theory, a long-range detection method like
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icrolensing could be employed by technological civilizations to 
etect the Earth across Galactic distance scales. Locations from 

hich Earth may be detectable are considered to be good candidates 
or targeted SETI surv e ys, in which case Earth’s microlensing 
ignature could make even distant stars worth considering for such 
urv e ys. In this work, the EMZs, the areas of our sky from which
arth’s microlensing signal might most likely be detected by a distant 
bserver, are e v aluated. Similar to the ETZ, the EMZ might of fer a
otential target area for SETI projects. 
We use a catalogue of more than a billion stars from the Gaia DR2

o calculate the Earth microlensing detection probability to other 
bservers and rates at which observers may discover us, assuming 
hat all stars are equally likely to host a technological civilization. 
he HEALPix scheme is applied to divide the sky into small areas.
e construct HEALPix maps of different resolutions and find that 

he y giv e similar microlensing disco v ery rates. The microlensing
robability and disco v ery rate maps show that both properties have
igh values around the Galactic plane, the LMC, the SMC, and 
t their antipodes. The total Earth disco v ery rate is shown to be
4.7 observers per year over the entire sky, assuming an observer 
round every Gaia stars with G < 20. This means that, on average,
 microlensing signal due to the Earth, which is comparable in size
o those we detect from other planets, occurs tens per year towards
ny star in the Galaxy. The direction with the highest microlensing 
robability and disco v ery rate is centred in the direction towards the
rion–Cygnus arm in the Galactic plane ( l = 69.0 ◦, b = −5.1 ◦)
ith the Earth microlensing probability and disco v ery rate values 
f 3.28 × 10 −10 and 2.35 × 10 −2 observ ers yr −1 de g 2 , respectiv ely.
verall, it seems that the Earth is very dark to photometric microlens-

ng disco v ery by other observ ers, unless the y hav e sensitivity well
eyond our own present capabilities. 
Defining the EMZs to be the areas that contain the top 1 per cent

f the disco v ery rate, we find the optimal regions to be located
t low Galactic latitude ( | b | < 10 ◦) near the Galactic Centre, the
MC, and the SMC. The total microlensing disco v ery rate within the
MZ regions is 3.16 × 10 −3 observers yr −1 . The Galactic Centre is
erformed the SETI surv e y under the Breakthrough Listen program 

Gajjar et al. 2021 ) and monitored by a number of microlensing
urv e ys [MOA (Bond et al. 2001 ; Sumi et al. 2003 ), OGLE (Udalski
t al. 1993 ), KMTNet (Kim et al. 2016 ), and K2-Cycle9 (McDonald
t al. 2021 )]. Moreo v er, in the future, the bulge will be monitored
y large microlensing surv e ys, such as Roman and Euclid (Penny
t al. 2013 , 2019 ; Bachelet et al. 2022 ), which will increase the
umber of detected Earth-like planets in the area. There are areas 
ear the Galactic Centre where the EMZs o v erlap with the previously
roposed ETZ. The area is worth considering for targeted SETI 
urv e ys based on the Mutual Detectability approach (Kerins 2021 ),
s we might detect signals from extraterrestrial intelligent observers 
n the area. 

Moreo v er, astrometric microlensing, which offers a much larger 
etection cross-section than photometric microlensing, might in- 
rease the chance to detect the Earth for extraterrestrial observers. 
o we ver, a proper calculation of this requires a detailed consid-

ration of the combined astrometric microlensing signature of all 
olar system planets in order to isolate the true long-range Earth
icrolensing signature to distant observers. 
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PPENDIX  A :  CALCULATED  MICROLENS I NG  

ROPERTIES  
able A1. Microlensing probability, average caustic crossing time, and Earth disco
apped on HEALPix level 6 index. 

Level 6 RA (deg) Dec. (deg) HEALPix level 6
HEALPix P 〈 t E 〉 o 
index ( × 10 −11 ) ( × 10 −7 yr) ( × 10 −5 ob

0 45.00000 0.59684 0.490 1.71 
1 45.70313 1.19375 0.248 1.15 
2 44.29688 1.19375 0.228 1.35 
3 45.00000 1.79078 0.317 1.75 
4 46.40625 1.79078 0.418 1.04 
– – – – –
– – – – –
– – – – –
24573 90.70313 40.22818 24.6 2.52 
24574 89.29688 40.22818 33.3 3.08 
24575 90.00000 41.01450 22.0 2.12 
24576 180.00000 −41.01450 1.99 0.325 
24577 180.70313 −40.22818 1.71 1.22 
– – – – –
– – – – –
– – – – –
49147 313.59375 −1.79078 1.14 0.428 
49148 315.00000 −1.79078 0.536 0.613 
49149 315.70313 −1.19375 0.538 0.643 
49150 314.29688 −1.19375 0.923 0.673 
49151 315.00000 −0.59684 0.719 1.31 

ote. The full table is available in an electronic format. 
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 v ery rate with HEALPix scheme at level 6 and level 12. The parameters are 

 HEALPix level 12 
� P 〈 t E 〉 o � 

serv ers yr −1 de g 2 ) ( × 10 −11 ) ( × 10 −7 yr) ( × 10 −5 observ ers yr −1 de g 2 ) 

1.83 0.356 3.99 0.569 
1.38 0.316 3.46 0.582 
1.08 0.239 1.98 0.769 
1.15 0.255 3.86 0.421 
2.57 0.475 3.13 0.965 

– – – –
– – – –
– – – –

62.3 25.6 3.84 42.4 
68.9 33.1 6.85 30.8 
66.2 21.9 4.24 32.8 
39.0 2.03 0.535 24.2 
8.92 1.71 2.24 4.86 

– – – –
– – – –
– – – –

16.9 1.29 0.0948 86.9 
5.57 0.392 0.616 4.06 
5.33 0.602 1.57 2.44 
8.73 1.03 0.799 8.17 
3.51 0.614 1.91 2.05 
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